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Few-Body Hypernuclei

• Motivation 

• Numerical technique 

• Light Hypernuclei 

- dependence on NN and 3N force  

- separation energies based on chiral interactions  

- CSB of four-body hypernuclei 
!

• Conclusions & Outlook
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Hypernuclear interactions

Why is understanding hypernuclear interactions interesting? 
!
• „phenomenologically“  

• hyperon contribution to the EOS, neutron stars, supernovae 
• Λ as probe to nuclear structure 
!

• conceptually 
• Λ-Σ conversion process  
• experimental access to explicit chiral symmetry breaking
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Hypernuclear interactions
35 YN data, no YN bound state, large uncertainties     
             no partial wave analysis possible 
!
YN interaction models (Jülich 89/04, Nijmegen 89/97a-f, ESC, …)  
     describe all data more than perfectly, but are not phase equivalent  
  
!

3

How to further constrain the YN interactions?

1 3

SC97a -0.7 -2.15
SC97b -0.9 -2.11
SC97c -1.2 -2.06
SC97d -1.7 -1.93
SC97e -2.1 -1.83
SC97f -2.5 -1.73
SC89 -2.6 -1.38
Jülich ´04 -2.6 -1.73
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Hypernuclei

4

(from Panda@FAIR web page)

!
• ΛN interactions are generally weaker than the NN  interaction 

• naively: core nucleus + hyperons 
• „separation energies“ are almost  

independent from NN(+3N) interaction  
!

• no Pauli blocking of Λ in nuclei  
• good to study nuclear structure 
• even light  hypernuclei exist in  

several spin states  
!

• size of YNN interactions? 
!

• non-trivial constraints  
on the YN interaction even  
from lightest ones  
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Numerical technique

5

non-rel. Schrödinger equation

decomposition in five Yakubovsky components

solution of the Yakubovsky equations

improved convergence in terms of partial waves 
!
we carefully checked convergence with respect to partial waves, 
stability with respect to mesh points, ...

(                               )

(see Nogga et. al., PRL 88,172501 (2002))
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Known results I:  
independendence of NN force

!
• Λ separation energies  
!
!
                             are not strongly dependent on the NN interaction 
!
!
!

 YN interaction can be discussed independently of an NN and 3N force model 

Bonn B -8.92 1.66 -8.04 0.80 0.84

Nijm 93 -8.55 1.54 -7.69 0.72 0.79

Nijm 93 + TM -9.32 1.56 -8.35 0.70 0.82

for YN interaction: SC97e  

E⇤ = E(core)� E(hypernucleus)

(AN, Kamada, Glöckle, 2002)
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• strong conversion process 
• mass difference comparable to  
   typical momenta 
• no π-exchange  ΛN-ΛN interaction
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Known results II:  
Λ-Σ conversion is important

!
• ΛN is weaker than NN interaction 
!

• Σs need to be explicitly included  
                  in any realistic calculation 

strong Λ-Σ conversion process 

test: use tΛN in Yakubovsky equations (here for a chiral interaction) 

w/ Σ  w/o Σ
E 1.47 1.01
E 0.71 0.49

effective ΛN interactions are  
not useful to study YN forces



!
!
in MeV

!
!

in MeV

!
!

in fm

SC97d - 1.3 0.8 -1.7 -1.9 1.5 %

SC97e 0.02 1.5 0.7 -2.1 -1.8 1.6 %
SC97f 0.08 1.7 0.5 -2.5 -1.7 1.8 %
SC89 0.15 2.1 0.02 -2.6 -1.4 4.1 %
Jülich 04 0.13 1.9 2.3 -2.6 -1.7 0.9 %
Expt 0.13 2.4 1.2 ? ? -
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• none of these interaction models predicts the hypernuclei correctly 
• no strict relation of the scattering lengths to any separation energy 
!
With this in mind:  
!
• qualitative study of predications based on LO and NLO interactions w/o SU(3) breaking 
• first attempt to estimate N2LO/3BF contribution by variation of λ 
• qualitative study of CSB of 

Known results III: model dependence
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Chiral NN & YN interactions

9

reminder:

5 NN/YN short 
range parameters

26  NN/YN short 
range parameters

chiral SU(2) symmetry of QCD. The symmetry breaking pattern places stringent
constraints on the interaction of the Goldstone bosons. In particular, they do
not interact with hadrons at very low energies in the so-called chiral limit (i.e.,
the limit of massless up and down quarks). If the typical hadronic momenta in-
volved in a process are of the order of the pion mass, one is still sufficiently close
to this non-interacting limit in order for the scattering amplitude to be calculable in
perturbation theory (via the so-called chiral expansion). This method is applicable
in the Goldstone boson and single-baryon sectors and is referred to as chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT), see [2] for a recent review. On the other hand, the in-
teraction between nucleons does not vanish and, in fact, remains strong in the
above-mentioned limit. Indeed, the appearance of shallow bound=virtual states
signals the failure of perturbation theory already at very low energies. One way
to circumvent this difficulty in the few-nucleon sector is to apply ChPT to the
irreducible part of the amplitude (i.e., the one which does not involve contributions
generated by iterations of the Schr€oodinger equation) which gives rise to the nuclear
forces [3].

In this talk, I discuss some recent developments in chiral EFT for few-nucleon
systems. In Sect. 2, I briefly outline the structure of nuclear forces in few lowest
orders of the chiral expansion. Selected applications to few-nucleon observables
are discussed in Sect. 3. I end with the summary and outlook in Sect. 4.

2 Nuclear forces in chiral EFT

The hierarchy of the nuclear forces in EFT without explicit delta degrees of free-
dom at lowest orders in the chiral expansion is depicted in Fig. 1. The diagrams

Fig. 1 Hierarchy of nuclear forces in chiral EFT based on Weinberg’s power counting [3]. Solid and

dashed lines denote nucleons and pions, respectively. Solid dots, filled circles and filled squares refer

to the leading, subleading and sub-subleading vertices, respectively. The crossed square denotes 2N

contact interactions with 4 derivatives

58 E. Epelbaum

(from Epelbaum, 2008)

additional constraints required (only 35 data, but 26 parameters at NLO) 
!
• SU(3) broken by physical mπ,mK,mη 

• no SU(3) breaking in contact terms (although expected)            23 contact terms 
• no SU(3) breaking in Fπ,FK,Fη“ 

• „minimize“  P-waves and 1P1-3P1 mixing             only 13 parameters determined by data 
• realizations for  λ = 450 ... 700 MeV

(J. Haidenbauer et al., 2013  
          & previous talk)

one possible realization at NLO 
more constraints required 

BB force 3B force 4B force
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Chiral interactions at LO, NLO

10

36 J. Haidenbauer et al. / Nuclear Physics A 915 (2013) 24–58

Fig. 2. “Total” cross section σ (as defined in Eq. (24)) as a function of plab. The experimental cross sections are taken
from Refs. [54] (filled circles), [55] (open squares), [69] (open circles), and [70] (filled squares) (Λp → Λp), from [56]
(Σ−p → Λn, Σ−p → Σ0n) and from [57] (Σ−p → Σ−p, Σ+p → Σ+p). The red/dark band shows the chiral EFT
results to NLO for variations of the cutoff in the range Λ = 500, . . . ,650 MeV, while the green/light band are results to
LO for Λ = 550, . . . ,700 MeV. The dashed curve is the result of the Jülich ’04 meson-exchange potential [37].

also for Λp the NLO results are now well in line with the data even up to the ΣN threshold.
Furthermore, one can see that the dependence on the cutoff mass is strongly reduced in the NLO
case. We also note that in some cases the LO and the NLO bands do not overlap. This is partly
due to the fact that the description at LO is not as precise as at NLO (cf. the total χ2 values in
Table 5). Also, the error bands are just given by the cutoff variation and thus can be considered
as lower limits.

A quantitative comparison with the experiments is provided in Table 5. There we list the
obtained overall χ2 but also separate values for each data set that was included in the fitting
procedure. Obviously the best results are achieved in the range Λ = 500–650 MeV. Here, in
addition, the χ2 exhibits also a fairly weak cutoff dependence so that one can really speak of
a plateau region. For larger cutoff values the χ2 increases smoothly while it grows dramatically

• hypertriton binding energy provides constraint on spin dependence of the YN interaction 
!

• better description of the energy dependence in NLO 
!
• significantly increased scattering lengths in NLO compared to LO

LO

Jülich ‘04

NLO

1 3

LO -1.9 -1.2

NLO -2.9 -1.5 ... -1.7

Jülich ´04 -2.6 -1.7

(Polinder et al., NPA 779, 244 (2006), 
 Haidenbauer et al. , NPA 915, 24 (2013) 
 see Johann Haidenbauer‘s talk)
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How important are 3B forces?
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chiral SU(2) symmetry of QCD. The symmetry breaking pattern places stringent
constraints on the interaction of the Goldstone bosons. In particular, they do
not interact with hadrons at very low energies in the so-called chiral limit (i.e.,
the limit of massless up and down quarks). If the typical hadronic momenta in-
volved in a process are of the order of the pion mass, one is still sufficiently close
to this non-interacting limit in order for the scattering amplitude to be calculable in
perturbation theory (via the so-called chiral expansion). This method is applicable
in the Goldstone boson and single-baryon sectors and is referred to as chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT), see [2] for a recent review. On the other hand, the in-
teraction between nucleons does not vanish and, in fact, remains strong in the
above-mentioned limit. Indeed, the appearance of shallow bound=virtual states
signals the failure of perturbation theory already at very low energies. One way
to circumvent this difficulty in the few-nucleon sector is to apply ChPT to the
irreducible part of the amplitude (i.e., the one which does not involve contributions
generated by iterations of the Schr€oodinger equation) which gives rise to the nuclear
forces [3].

In this talk, I discuss some recent developments in chiral EFT for few-nucleon
systems. In Sect. 2, I briefly outline the structure of nuclear forces in few lowest
orders of the chiral expansion. Selected applications to few-nucleon observables
are discussed in Sect. 3. I end with the summary and outlook in Sect. 4.

2 Nuclear forces in chiral EFT

The hierarchy of the nuclear forces in EFT without explicit delta degrees of free-
dom at lowest orders in the chiral expansion is depicted in Fig. 1. The diagrams

Fig. 1 Hierarchy of nuclear forces in chiral EFT based on Weinberg’s power counting [3]. Solid and

dashed lines denote nucleons and pions, respectively. Solid dots, filled circles and filled squares refer

to the leading, subleading and sub-subleading vertices, respectively. The crossed square denotes 2N

contact interactions with 4 derivatives

58 E. Epelbaum

(from Epelbaum, 2008)

BB force 3B force 4B force

• we explicitly include the Σ !  (otherwise the 3BF should be LO) 
!

• the missing 3BF are either short-ranged  or induced by decouplet baryons (Σ*, Δ) 
!
Important tool to estimate 3BF in absence of explicit calculations: 
 cutoff variations allow one to get lower bounds on their contribution

?
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Hypertriton separation energies

12

• singlet scattering length for one cutoff chosen so that hypertriton binding energy is OK 
!

• cutoff variation  
• is lower bound for magnitude of higher order contributions 
• correlation with χ2 of YN interaction ? 
!

• long range 3BFs need to be explicitly estimated 
!

E⇤ = E(core)� E(hypernucleus)

separation energies:
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Separation energies for 

• LO/NLO results: LO uncertainty in 0+ is underestimated by cutoff variation 
• NLO results in line with model results, implies underbinding 
• long range 3BFs need to be explicitly estimated 
!

• but: for this version of NLO, results are inconsistent with experiment 
• note: this NLO does not allow for SU(3) breaking in contact part of YN 
• ad-hoc p-waves 

4
ΛH
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Separation energies of 

• LO/NLO cutoff dependence does not indicate 3BF contribution 
       long range 3BF needs to be studied 
• results cutoff dependence for small Λ?  
   related to non-optimal description of data? 
• LO/NLO:   splitting stabilizes   
• but: NLO results are inconsistent with experiment

4
ΛH

14
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CSB at NLO & for model interactions

Contributions to the difference                                       
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
• NN force contribution due to small deviation of Coulomb 
• YN force contribution: 

• SC89 CSB is strong 
• NLO CSB is zero, only Coulomb acts (Σ component) 

• kinetic energy contribution is driven by Σ component

15
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CSB and Σ probability
Σ probabilities  in                                      
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
• spin/isospin structure of hypernuclei drives 

Σ components 
• kinetic energy contribution is given  

linearly by differences of Σ components

16
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Conclusions & Outlook
• YN interactions are interesting and not well understood 

• Λ-Σ conversion, explicit chiral symmetry breaking 

• well known: YN models fail  

• NLO of chiral interactions: still freedom to adjust YN forces 

• but: further estimates of three-baryon interactions (in progress) 
!

• hypernuclei are an essential source of information on YN 
• it is not trivial to describe the simplest systems consistently 

• experiments for very light hypernuclei are important!  
The data needs to be accurate (better data for the hypertriton?)  
We need to be sure that these data are reliable. 

• CSB for four-body hypernuclei is a puzzle 
• obviously related to Λ-Σ conversion  

Can we engineer chiral interactions with different conversion strength? 

• experiments for very light hypernuclei are important!  
Is today’s data reliable? 

• extension of complete calculations to larger systems (access more data) 
                                              (see also Roland Wirth’s talk) 17


